Parent Access to Resources

1. EDMODO

Edmodo is a fantastic resource that is used by teachers to post material used in lessons, and any homework. This allows pupils to access all the materials, submit work and ask questions on posts.

Parents can also gain access to Edmodo, either through the app or on the web, to support their child’s learning. This will allow parents to see all the work posted for associated subjects, as well as any homework. This is all sent as email notifications.

Parent Access

Step One:

On your son/daughter’s Edmodo account there will be a parent code at the bottom of the page on the left side

Step Two:

Go to the Edmodo website: www.edmodo.com and sign up as a parent, submit your email address and parent code

2. ITUNESU

Similar to Edmodo, iTunesU is another resource that teachers use to post all materials from class and any homework. This is a free app that is compatible with all Apple products.

Parent Access

To gain access to an iTunesU course, you must enrol as a student onto the course. To enrol into the course, ask your child for the course code or, use the following link from the school website and subscribe to appropriate course, https://royalhigh.wordpress.com/itunesu/. Once subscribed, notifications will appear on your device.

3. SCHOLAR

Scholar is another fantastic resource which has been developed by Heriot Watt University. It contains notes and revision tools for over 30 courses from National 5 to Advanced Higher. It is very interactive and contains, multiple choice quizzes at the end of topics and activities. Scholar can be accessed via this link: http://scholar.hw.ac.uk/. A login is required, which can be requested from the email address: info@scholar.hw.ac.uk, or access via son/daughter’s username and password, that they will have been provided by the school